Regional Memorandum
No. 205 s. 2024

VIRTUAL COORDINATION MEETING OF LEARNING RESOURCE PERSONNEL FOR 2024 LR PLAN

To Schools Division Superintendents

1. Relative to the implementation of the Learning Resource Management and Development Process, this Office, through the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD)- Learning Resource Management Section (LRMS), announces the conduct of a Virtual Coordination Meeting of LR Personnel on April 05, 2024, at 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm.

2. Participants in this virtual meeting shall be the LR supervisors, Division Librarians, and Project Development Officers.

3. The agenda of the meeting are:
   a. 2024 LR Activities
   b. LR QMS Process
   c. 2024 Division Assistance Plan
   d. LR Portal Concerns
   e. Regional LREs Concerns
   f. Revision of Evaluated SDO Contextualized LRs
   g. Procurement and Distribution of SLMs

4. Meeting link shall be sent to the registered DepEd email address of the LR personnel on April 04, 2024. They are expected to enter the meeting platform 15 minutes prior to the start of the meeting.

5. For clarifications and queries, you may contact the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD)- Learning Resource Management Section (LRMS) at (02) 8681-7249 local 420.

6. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO II
Regional Director

Cc: 02/Roc2